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[BookStrand Contemporary Romance, HEA] Handsome Italian veterinarian Max Borsellino
doesn't know what hit him when Lark Archer smashes her car into his newly-acquired pink
Vespa. And Lark, a Canadian student and bird-watching fanatic in Italy, is beside herself when
she finds out what the repairs are going to cost. Max offers to pay the bills himself if Lark will
pretend to be his girlfriend during a weekend party with his family, an offer Lark finds
impossible to refuse. What starts out as a ruse ends in a night of passion for the pair, drawn
together by mutual attraction and a love for animals, including Max's dog Francesco. But will
the sparks continue to fly once the party is over? Max's mysterious relationship with Lia, a
beautiful Italian aristocrat, seems to suggest otherwise, and as secrets are revealed during
Perugia's world-famous chocolate festival, it becomes clear that Guido, the scooter otherwise
known as Cupid, will once again help love find a way. A BookStrand Mainstream Romance
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Privileging both a transnational and a sociological approach, this volume explores the position
of women in the early modern literary field, emphasising the international scope of their
literature and examining their historical position, influence, network and dialogues.
Un libro che racconta la cultura del punk e il suo mondo fatto di sesso, droga, follia e
malessere. Dal trattamento elettroshock di Lou Reed alla morte per overdose e abusi di Sid
Vicious e Johnny Thunders, attraverso episodi surreali come le complicate scappatelle di Dee
Dee Ramone, il ritratto stralunato e suggestivo della nascita della più rumorosa e violenta
cultura alternativa degli ultimi sessant'anni. Un vero viaggio all'inferno attraverso le parole di
Legs McNeil, uno dei fondatori della fanzine Punk. La cultura nichilista e la voglia di
autodistruzione di un'intera generazione vengono messe a nudo grazie a lungo intreccio di voci
diverse intente a raccontare la loro esperienza allucinante, senza omettere dolori ed eventuali
drammatici buchi. Un viaggio in prima persona negli abissi e nei paradisi della creatività.
In his close and original analysis, Pier Massimo Forni uses the notion of rhetoric as a guiding
principle for a critical assessment of the Decameron.
"A suspenseful murder mystery." - Readers' Favorite Not every missing person is meant to be
found… When troubled nurse Alina vanishes one night, it’s assumed she ran away from her
violent husband. Until disgraced ex-teacher Emily Swanson moves into the couple’s vacated
home. Emily’s life is in ruins and she’s meant to be making a fresh start. But when she learns
about the missing nurse, she sees a chance for redemption. Because finding Alina could help
right the wrongs of Emily’s past. All she needs to do is follow the clues. But what Emily
doesn’t know is that Alina had a horrifying secret. One about the care foundation where she
worked. And the closer Emily gets to uncovering the truth, the closer she gets to terrible
danger. Inspired by a shocking true crime, Next To Disappear will keep you guessing from the
edge of your seat. Fans of Karin Slaughter, Angela Marsons & Gregg Olsen will enjoy this dark
and twisty British series from Malcolm Richards.
A unique and ideal addition to a sophisticated opera library. The PUCCINI COMPANION
features each of Puccini's 12 operas: Le villi, Edgar, Manon Lescaut, La boheme, Tosca,
Madama Butterfly, La fanciulla del West, La rondine, Il tabarro, Suor Angelica, Gianni Schicchi,
and Turandot. Each opera chapter includes Principal Characters, Brief Story Synopsis. Story
Narrative with Music Highlight Examples, an insightful and in depth Commentary and Analysis,
and a complete, newly translated Libretto with Italian-English side-by side (Turandot libretto is
excluded. OVER 260 MUSIC EXAMPLES.
Drawing generously from four centuries of Italian, German and French art song, Exploring Art
Song Lyrics embraces the finest of the literature and presents the repertoire with
unprecedented clarity and detail. Each of the over 750 selections comprises the original poem,
a concise English translation, and an IPA transcription which is uniquely designed to match the
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musical setting. Enunciation and transcription charts are included for each language on a
single, easy to read page. A thorough discussion of the method of transcription is provided in
the appendix. With its wide-ranging scope of repertoire, and invaluable tools for interpretation
and performance, Exploring Art Song Lyrics is an essential resource for the professional
singer, voice teacher, and student.

The stunning new story from the bestselling author of What Becomes of the Broken
Hearted. Perfect for fans of Lucy Diamond, Sarah Morgan and Holly Martin. Meet Zara
Bailey, a travel writer paid to cover some of the globe's most luxurious locations. Jetting
from wooden huts on stilts in turquoise seas to boutique hotels with roaring fires to 7*
penthouse suites with panoramic views of the world's most glamorous cities... Zara
knows hers is the definition of a dream job! So she is seriously shocked to receive her
next assignment; Scotland's Northcoast 500 route. By bicycle. Sleeping in a tent so
basic it can't remotely be dressed up as glamping! But this could be just the distraction
the recently heartbroken Zara needs. No men, no romance, just the breathtakingly
rugged Highland scenery. Until she meets croft owner Lachlan Grant, and his black and
white Border Collie Bess, that is... Praise for Lisa Hobman: 'Heartwarming and uplifting'
Heidi Swain. 'This is a story to fall in love with, a triumph of love over loss, hope over
heartache and ultimately a tale that will lift your spirits and leave you smiling at the end!'
Faith Hogan.
A Companion to Vergil’s Aeneid and its Tradition presents a collection of original
interpretive essays that represent an innovative addition to the body of Vergil
scholarship. Provides fresh approaches to traditional Vergil scholarship and new
insights into unfamiliar aspects of Vergil's textual history Features contributions by an
international team of the most distinguished scholars Represents a distinctively original
approach to Vergil scholarship
La seduzione è vista dai più come un campo etereo, dove chi è «portato» riesce,
mentre chi non è naturalmente dotato non potrà mai avere successo. In questo libro
Massimo Taramasco – autore del fortunato manuale Ingegneria della Seduzione e uno
dei personal coach italiani di maggiore successo – dimostra che non è così: la sottile
arte della conquista può essere appresa da chiunque, ma occorre innanzitutto
migliorare l’opinione che si ha di sé e relazionarsi con gli altri con consapevolezza e
senza paura. Taramasco accompagna i lettori alla scoperta di una tecnica che «decifra»
gli innumerevoli piccoli segnali che il nostro corpo trasmette all’esterno nelle
circostanze più diverse e che tradiscono le nostre emozioni, il gradimento per chi ci sta
di fronte, un senso di disagio come di benessere, un’attrazione come una chiusura.
Umettarsi le labbra, grattarsi un orecchio, sfregarsi il collo, toccarsi il naso sono solo
alcuni di questi gesti significativi, spesso fraintesi o ignorati. L’obiettivo della crescita
personale di cui parla in questo volume Taramasco non è però «solo» quello di sedurre
sul piano sentimentale, ma è molto più grande: diventare una persona realizzata e
soddisfatta, in grado di ottenere il meglio dagli altri e dalle differenti situazioni della vita.
Emily Swanson made a terrible mistake that destroyed lives. Including her own. Now
she’s determined to make amends by helping the helpless and solving the unsolvable
– in this dark and twisty British crime series. This digital box set includes the first three
novels: Next To Disappear, Mind For Murder & Trail of Poison, plus an exclusive short
story. NEXT TO DISAPPEAR When troubled nurse Alina vanishes one night, it’s
assumed she ran away from her violent husband. Until disgraced ex-teacher Emily
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Swanson moves into the couple’s former home. Emily’s life is in ruins and she’s
meant to be making a fresh start. But when she learns about the missing nurse, she
sees a chance for redemption. Because finding Alina could help right the wrongs of
Emily’s past. It could even mark the start of a new career in private investigation. But
what Emily doesn’t know is that Alina had a horrifying secret. One about the care
foundation where she worked. And the closer Emily gets to uncovering the truth, the
closer she gets to terrible danger. MIND FOR MURDER When Emily visits an isolated
digital detox retreat called Meadow Pines, she's determined to overcome the ghosts of
her past. Until one of the guests is found dead. The evidence points to suicide. But
when help fails to arrive and the guests start turning on each other, it's clear that
Meadow Pines is not the safe haven it claims to be. Cut off from the outside world, with
darkness falling fast, Emily must race to uncover the horrifying truth... because there's a
murderer at the retreat – and they're about to kill again. TRAIL OF POISON When
environmentalist Max Edwards is found dead on the bank of the River Thames, his
widow turns to rookie private detective Emily Swanson for help. But as Emily
investigates, a case of accidental death quickly takes a dangerous turn. Max isn’t the
only one to die in strange circumstances. One of his colleagues has vanished with her
sick child. And all of the evidence points to the mysterious Valence Industries. Out of
her depth and with the body count rising, Emily must seek the help of an unlikely ally.
Because if she doesn’t uncover the truth about Max Edwards soon, more innocent
people will die. Grab this box set and start a thrilling & twisty series that will keep you
guessing from the edge of your seat.
A newly translated Libretto featuring foreign language/English side-by-side, and music
examples interspersed throughout the text.
Enter the world of Charlotte Mandalar as she suffers through a tragic loss during a pinnacle
part of her life. Building a wall against the outside world, she intentionally secluded herself at
the family vineyard. Charlotte lives a life of solitude until she reluctantly crosses over to
womanhood. Forced to step out of her comfort zone, she discovers strength, courage and
adoration from a stranger in a garden. Unable to avoid reality, Charlotte finds herself in
turbulent waters as her life encounters new chapters full of unexpected escapades and eclectic
personalities. Follow her journey through friendships, trust, and ultimately, love. Here, you will
find a piece of Serenity...
A comprehensive guide to Puccini's LA BOHEME, featuring Principal Characters in the opera,
Brief Story Synopsis, Story Narrative with over 20 Music Highlight Examples, a complete,
newly translated LIBRETTO with English/Italian side-by-side, selected Discography and
Videography, Dictionary of Opera and Musical Terms, and an insightful and in depth
Commentary and Analysis by Burton D. Fisher, noted opera author and lecturer.
Let me tell you a story about a girl on Long Island, who always tried to play life by "the rules" —
as outlined in the Secret Handbook of Long Island Rules... That girl, uh, woman, is me, Teddi
Gallo. I'm the mother of three kids under the age of eleven, best friend to Bobbie (who denies
there's any such thing as a secret handbook, but who knows all the moves by heart) and the
daughter of June (who has inside info on the rules, but has a reserved room at South Winds
Psychiatric Hospital, as well). And if I don't have enough to send me over the edge, my toohandsome-for-his-own-good husband seems determined to drive me crazy. But why? This is
the tale of how I had to rewrite that old, dusty handbook — and while doing so, I suddenly
discovered the secret to happiness was living by your own rules. And that has made everything
different.
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